
 

There are many tools to use when creating music. One is the industry standard for over twenty years, Omnisphere 2. It includes an acclaimed library of sounds available in Synth, Keyboard, and Bass formats in carefully crafted Patches created by Spectrasonics' award-winning sound designers. You can investigate individual patches or build your own kits in the Patch Browser tab where 8 banks of
sounds with 11 types per bank are available at your fingertips. 

Omnisphere 2 contains more than 1,200 presets for each of the three formats. You can explore these sounds using our Patch Browser or create your own synth or bass patches using the included 61 superbly crafted individual patch factory drum kits, which are organized into 8 banks with 11 original kits per bank. Customize your drum kits by adding new samples, adjusting existing cue points, and
tweaking the banks' banksize. The included 61 signature drum kits are organized into 8 banks with 11 original kits per bank.

Priced at $499 US go to Omnisphere 2's catalogue page at Spectrasonics . com to see all the available patches and the synth creations made by our sound designers. The patch browser has a fully functional editor with an additional "Layer" option for each note for quick, easy, custom patch creation. Other new features in Omnisphere 2 include: 

Omnisphere 2 also introduces several new features, including:

¤ (New) Main Screen - The Main screen includes four tabs: Factory Kit Browser (Patches), Patch Browser (Sounds), Sampler/Drum Machine (Drums), and Fullscreen Viewer. These are organized into two columns on the interface that look like the top and bottom of a glass musical instrument (see Figure 1). The Patch Browser tab groups patches from the different banks of sounds from which they
were drawn. The Factory Kit Browser has 12 factory kits available for you to explore, modify, and create your own patches from.

¤ (New) Midi In/Out - The Midi In and Out ports on the back of the Omnisphere 2 can now receive and transmit MIDI messages via a USB cable or a MIDI interface. This can be useful in creating interactive patches that users can control by playing various sounds on an external keyboard or drum machine. (Note: Only Omnisphere 2 sends MIDI messages; any sound made with Omnisphere 2 can be
played, recorded, or edited via the Midi Out.)

¤ (New) Additional Individual Sound Banks - You can now explore individual sounds for each bank of sounds. This new feature lets you explore unreleased sounds that might fit into one of your current kits. The new bank will appear in the Factory Kit Browser. ¤ (New) Add-on Hardware - Spectrasonics has several new add-on products available for customers who purchased the original Omnisphere
during its first year on the market.
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